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The Board of the Fairfield Gonzales Community Association formed the Task Force on Cycling
Routes and asked them to:
· review the proposed bike lanes that the City of Victoria has for these neighbourhoods,
· look at alternatives,
· assess casual routes already in use by cyclists and if there is some way to enhance and
designate,
· assess suitability of bike maintenance centres in various locations in the neighbourhoods.
In addition, the City of Victoria Department of Engineering asked the Association to comment
on design aspects of several routes.
The routes reviewed were:
Humboldt Street
Cook Street
Richardson Street
May Street
Dallas Road had been reviewed by a community meeting and there is some ongoing work
with that route by a group associated with FGCA. They have been meeting with the CRD who
have been tasked with constructing the lanes as part of the Forcemain project.
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Humboldt Street

The cycle route on Humboldt will connect the cycle routes on Wharf Street and Cook (via
Pakington). The western end of Humboldt where it converges with Douglas and Fairfield Road creating
a five-point intersection will be closed and become a moderately sized pedestrian plaza. The bike lanes
will traverse the plaza to gain access to Humboldt
The following picture shows the detail* at the Five Point intersection at Humboldt, Fairfield
Road, Burdett and Douglas Street.

(*As the task group was wrapping up its work in February, the City released emerging concepts for some of the route treatments. The task group
has not had an opportunity to fully review these at this stage.)
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There are no plans to have separated lanes on Humboldt, the road will be designated a shared
road. Humboldt then intersects with Vancouver.

RECOMMENDATION #1
Commend the City for the proposed pedestrian plaza at Humboldt, Fairfield and
Blanchard, which should result in slower and reduced traffic on Humboldt making
it a safer shared street.

The Humboldt Vancouver Intersection:

This intersection does not seem safe for two principal reasons:
the curve at Humboldt/Pakington makes the sight lines poor as one exits Humboldt
the 5% slope makes it difficult and dangerous, as cyclists climb the hill while
making the right turn onto Pakington
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There needs to be some intervention to slow traffic and make the intersection safer and easier
navigate.
Several solutions were discussed:
Making part of Vancouver one way
A stop sign
A small traffic circle, which is the preferred option for the task force

The picture below shows the details* of this intersection and the City’s proposed traffic circle
configuration:

(*As the task group was wrapping up its work in February, the City released emerging concepts for some of the route treatments. The task group
has not had an opportunity to fully review these at this stage.)

RECOMMENDATION #2
The FGCA should ask the City of Victoria to introduce traffic calming at the
Humboldt/Vancouver intersection with strong consideration given to a small traffic
circle
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Pakington Connection to Cook Street and Richardson

Because of the awkward and dangerous nature of a north bound turn from Pakington
across Cook Street to the Richardson bike route and the questionable route to get onto Cook
Street AAA lanes, this route as a part of the AAA grid was questioned. Instead, cyclists could
proceed up Vancouver to Richardson. Cyclists wishing to go south would more than likely
proceed south along Vancouver and cut over to Cook Street on Pendergast, Sutlej, Oliphant or
even Park which would allow easy access to the May Street bike route. Or cyclists could enter
the Cook Street AAA Lanes from Richardson at the suggested controlled intersection (see
Recommendation #4)
To improve Vancouver between Humboldt and Richardson – to meet AAA standards we
suggest removal of on-street parking and addition of bike lanes.

RECOMMENDATION #3
Recommend to the City that Pakington be abandoned as a bike route and install
AAA lanes on Vancouver from Humboldt to Richardson.
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Cook Street at Richardson
Given the above suggestions the Task Force believes a pedestrian/cyclist-controlled intersection
at Richardson and Cook would be well worth the expense. There is already a well used pedestrian
crossing at this intersection and the intersection is used by many cyclists throughout the day and night.
The CRD Safe Routes to School program also noted this intersection as one used by school children on
their way to and from Sir James Douglas School.
RECOMMENDATION #4
Recommend to the City that a cyclist/pedestrian-controlled intersection be installed
at Richardson and Cook.

(*As the task group was wrapping up its work in February, the City released emerging concepts for some of the route treatments. The task group
has not had an opportunity to fully review these at this stage.)
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Cook/Southgate Intersection

There is significant concern about the right slip lane on Cook Street onto Southgate and how that
will impact the AAA lanes. Given the desire expressed in the draft Local Area Plan and requests from
the Village Business Association and the Cook Street Village Residents Network to slow traffic
through and in the Village, it is suggested that traffic lights be added at the intersection of Southgate &
Cook, to make it safer for pedestrians and cyclists (who will be in a bike lane). It would also slow car
traffic coming down the hill into the Village. The crosswalk at Oscar could be shifted one block south
to Pendergast. For those accessing the Activity Centre, there would be 2 nearby crosswalks, one of
which would be controlled.
RECOMMENDATION #5
Recommend to the City that traffic lights be installed at Cook and Southgate.
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(As the task group was wrapping up its work in February, the City released emerging concepts for some of the route treatments. The task group has
not had an opportunity to fully review these at this stage.)

May Street
The Bicycle Master Plan describes May St is an “existing signed bike route” and in the Draft
Neighbourhood Plan it is called "Other designated pedestrian and/or cycling route”
The task force believes that May Street at this time does not require separated bike lanes. The
road although busy is wide and not as busy as other streets.
RECOMMENDATION #6
Recommend that May Street be designated as a bike route and that the City review
options for improving safety on the street, through measures such as traffic calming.
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Beacon Hill Park

It should be noted that a AAA route through the park would be very useful to students from
James Bay attending Sir James Douglas, Central Middle and Victoria High and in the same manner
would be useful for students in Fairfield attending South Park school. We understand the CRD safe
Routes to School program has determined that there is significant bike traffic between these schools.
We are also aware that there is some foot and cycle traffic from one neighbourhood to the other
for shopping and entertainment purposes; a AAA route would enhance these activities.
RECOMMENDATION #7
Support any initiative to enhance paths through Beacon Hill Park, which would
upgrade the paths to AAA status, allowing safer connections between the
neighbourhoods for school children.

Richardson Street
Richardson from Cook to Moss
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Richardson is classified as a Secondary Collector, as per the OCP and provides a direct route
from Vancouver Street to Oak Bay. It is also a transit route offering an infrequent schedule on
weekdays only.
There is only one stop sign/light or controlled intersection between Cook and St Charles. This is
located at Moss street. Moss street is a very busy route for school aged children attending Central
Middle School and Victoria High School.
The road way width of Richardson varies from 9 meters to 11 meters, which makes it rather
narrow for separated bike lanes.
A standard vehicle travel lane is 3 meters,
a parking lane is 2.4 to 2.6 meters
bike lanes unprotected 1.5 meters
bike lanes protected/separated

1.7 meters

Given the width (curb to curb) of Richardson, separated bike lanes are not possible in the 9meter sections (Cook to about Durban). However, they would be possible in the 11-meter wide
sections (Durban to Foul Bay) if parking is removed on both sides of Richardson

Richardson from Moss St to Kipling St to Foul Bay
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Parking in this section is on both sides of the street, creating a narrowed shared use zone for
vehicles and bikes.
Two pinch-points on this section create problems for bikes. At Minto there is a centre
median that further narrows the roadway, so it’s dangerous for bikes and vehicles to arrive at this
point at the same time
Most of Richardson is straight, and narrow, but at one point there is a chicane caused by
geography from Robleda to Durban. This curve reduces visibility and along with the median strip
located at Durban causes a pinch point which can be somewhat dangerous for cyclists.
There is a strong feeling that vehicles speed along Richardson and that maybe the speed limit is
too high. The fact that there is a “smiley face” speed monitor suggests that this may be an area of
concern to the City as well.
Richardson is a busy cycle route at all times of the day, but particularly in the morning and
“cycle/drive home” time.
The narrowness, the fact it is a much-used cycle route has made this a complex corridor and as
such there are several recommendations that would make Richardson safer and more “shareable”:

RECOMMENDATION #8
Recommend the City raise the priority of Richardson Street for community
consultation, design work and implementation.
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RECOMMENDATION #9
Recommend the City install traffic calming measures at several points along
Richardson Street:
*Linden
*Moss
*Carnsew/Durban:

A raised pedestrian crossing would slow vehicular traffic. The centre
median could then be removed and replaced with a bike left-turn lane onto
Carnsew / Durban, which is a much-used cyclist connector to Moss Street
and Sir James Douglas school
*Arnold
* Maddison, the crosswalk here serves students from Glenlyon Norfolk School,
Margaret Jenkins, many athletes who use the park facilities, plus dog walkers.
The suggested measures would be raised crosswalks, which would make crossings
easier for pedestrians and would also slow traffic along these particularly narrow
points. This work should be done prior to any other bike lane construction on
Richardson
RECOMMENDATION #10
Recommend to the City that parking be removed from the north side of
Richardson from Lotbiniere to just before St Charles to improve visibility and
allow more width for shared use.

Richmond Avenue
The Initial plans for bike lanes are silent concerning a north-south bike route located in the
eastern side of our neighbourhoods. It is believed that this is an important link, as it would essentially
close the loop by connecting the existing routes with one planned for the Oak Bay Avenue corridor.
It is suggested that Richmond Avenue is the best option for this link. It connects the seaside,
passes two schools, traverses Richardson and has the least slope compared to other options.
This aligns with the draft Local Area Plan, which recommends in section 3.2.3
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Develop an All Ages and Abilities (AAA) route along Irving Road and Richmond Road
that connects Gonzales Beach with Oak Bay Avenue Village.
RECOMMENDATION #11
Recommend to the City to designate Richmond Avenue as a bike route, for community
consultation, design and installation as resources become available.

Cook Street
The committee met with representatives from the following groups:
Save Cook St Coalition, represented by Brian Kendrick and Robert McConnell;
Cook Street Village Resident’s Network, represented by Nicole Chaland;
Cook Street Village Business Association –represented by Kristiane Baskerville.
The various presentations discussed the concerns around the pending bike lanes on Cook Street,
specifically the need for further engagement and consultation, and the possibility of temporary (Jersey)
barriers and signage for a year, before permanent construction begins. This would allow, at a low cost,
the opportunity to test the bike lanes, adjust if needed and assess the impacts. It is the hope of the
Taskforce, that the City would continue to engage residents and community groups for design input
during this year. The Task Force feels these actions are required to help project managers make
informed and educated design decisions.
We are aware that final decisions for this area are some way off. The designs for the lanes from
Pandora to Southgate are currently being done, while the designs for Southgate to Dallas are slated for
2021 with construction in 2022. There are however plans that will affect these and as such we feel that
consultations and collaborations should take place sooner.

RECOMMENDATION #12
Recommend that the City proceed with separated lanes on Cook St from Southgate
to Pandora using temporary installations, and that the City continue community
engagement about the final design while a pilot project is underway. The City
should collect and share data on users’ experiences before and during the pilot
project.
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One last overriding recommendation. In many cities in North America where bike lanes are
being installed, they have been preceded by temporary lanes created by using jersey barriers, planters
and other items to designate and protect the lanes.
Creating temporary lanes allows for testing of widths, locations, isolating, assess impacts and
fixing “hot spots” before the become insoluble problems and is a cost-effective way of testing designs.
The Task Force believes this approach would allow for speedier development of bike lanes and
at same time allow for adoption and time for fixing problems.
RECOMMENDATION #13
Recommend that the City employ temporary installation on all bike lanes by using
jersey barriers, planters, signage and other temporary items which would allow for
assessing impacts and making adjustments as necessary prior to any construction.
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